


Recognition: FastLogic, a symbol of excellence, is one of Poland's most advanced, privately held 

electronics research and development centres. Established in 2012, still with 100% Polish independent 

capital, we have been at the forefront of modern electronics, primarily focused on high-throughput data 

transmission and processing for wired telecommunication systems, as well as medical and military

systems. Our commercial contracts for domestic and foreign industry entities have solidified our reputation 

for reliability and commitment. FastLogic's research and development services are provided for companies 

worldwide, especially in the USA, EU (GER, DK), and Poland (Polish state-owned companies). We are proud 

to hold four certifications, including ISO 9001:2015, ISO27001:2022, AQAP2110:2016, and ISO 14001:2015, all of 

which have been continuously maintained for many years. Our long-term hardware R&D partnership with 

Polish companies in the national strategic sector is a testament to our commitment to building lasting and 

reliable relationships.

Quality and Staff: The staff of FastLogic includes about 30 qualified engineers of different specialities and experiences from the

scope of electronics, with an average engineer experience rate of over six years in the industry. The company has four main

divisions: hardware, embedded software, adaptive computing (FPGA) and project management independent teams. Due to its

business model, FastLogic is a company strongly oriented to satisfying customer needs and delivering successful projects on time

and within budget. As a company with a well-established position in the market, FastLogic applies the most up-to-date industrial

standards and uses recognized tools and practices along with continuously improved internal design and management processing

models.

Quality certificates:

• ISO 9001:2015 – The quality management system at the FastLogic meets the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 for: scientific and

laboratory research, development, design and production in electronics and software development;

• ISO 27001:2022 – The information security management system at the FastLogic meets the requirements of ISO 27001:2022 for:

scientific and laboratory research, development, design and production in electronics and software development;

• AQAP 2110:2016 – The quality management system at FastLogic meets the requirements of AQAP 2110:2016 in the field of: 

scientific and laboratory research, development work, design, and production in the field of military electronics and software.

• ISO 14001:2015 - The PN-EN ISO 14001 standard contains requirements for an environmental management system, the fulfillment 

of which can help organizations achieve environmental and economic goals. The basic task of the standard is to support 

environmental protection and prevent pollution.



Facilities for Professional Development: FastLogic’s R&D centre is on the 4th floor of CB Synergia (Lodz, 

POLAND) building A and has 640m2 of A-class office space. The area has been divided into several zones: 

open space for up to 40 engineers, electronics laboratory, workshop, multiple conference rooms, CxO and 

BD, and PM rooms. The office is well-equipped with IT equipment – including PCs and laptops - with 

different OS (depending on the project or personal needs), additional monitors, multimeters, oscilloscopes, 

and other tools handy during hardware or software development – typical for an advanced hardware 

company. In the open-space zone, sub-zones are dedicated to independent hardware, software, and 

adaptive computing (FPGA) teams. The company is running its own server room located within the office. 

Dell servers are used for repositories, continuous integration, and other dedicated services (individual per 

project). Separate parts are computational servers dedicated to simulations and synthesis of FPGA systems, 

3D full-wave EM / PCB simulators for running miscellaneous numerical tools, etc. IT premises contain two 

computational servers: (1) 120-core Intel Xeon, 768GB RAM for multi-variant parallel problems (e.g., FPGA 

synthesis) and (2) 24-core AMD ThreadRipper, 128GB RAM for quick and direct simulations and synthesis.

Technical Excellence: The laboratory is a separate ESD-protected zone within the office, where the 

whole area has been furnished with ESD-protected furniture, such as desks or cabinets, as well as 

high-class measurement devices. The laboratory has several stands for PCB inspection (a 

stereoscopic microscope with video registration feature), time-domain measurements up to 3.5GHz 

(40GS/s oscilloscope with s-e and differential probes), frequency domain measurements up to 40GHz 

(VNA, cables, microprobes, etc.), power-integrity stand (high dynamic range oscilloscope with VRPs), 

FPGA launch desks and power-domain measurements (oscilloscopes, high-voltage and current 

probes, power analyzers, etc.).

FastLogic also has a workshop where prototype production and basic PCB assembly testing occur. 

The workshop allows manual and semi-automatic PCB assembly for prototyping and very low-volume 

production (specialized systems).

Looking ahead, the company is set to launch its own PCB assembly prototyping line in Q1/Q2 2025. 

This strategic move is expected to significantly enhance the company's independence and agility in 

research and development projects, particularly in critical and strategic sectors.

Entrusted Experts for the most demanding and strategic projects: FastLogic's facilities enable the vast majority of electronics 

development tasks to be carried out internally. This ensures efficiency and guarantees complete control over the intellectual 

property, providing a sense of security to our stakeholders. 



FastLogic’s company presentation: where You can find out updated details about our

organization;

FastLogic’s company portfolio: where You can learn about our successful reference 

projects from a variety of applications, sectors and different complexities – done in 

the past;

FastLogic’s Laboratory: where we are giving You an insight into our signal and power 

integrity laboratory – probably one of the best in Poland, being the world’s state-of-

the-art lab in the field;

Animated Version Link (180MB)

FastLogic’s additional values presentation: where we periodically update and show 

our key advances and values for our customers that are a consequence of our 

continued evolution.

* Click on image to be redirected

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/tunue32t9mhev24qn27z8/FL_presentation_v4.12-rasterized-fixed.pdf?rlkey=q6rva6vigvmscvc7gu9x4w6e7&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/0kjpgc3e9peddt9bire0q/FL_portfolio_v1.12.pdf?rlkey=3musy83q7qtdyiew8h5ao10cx&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/9836h5lq02yydwd3voqpr/FL_Lab_v1.3.ppsx?rlkey=dojwycl436jdgwb9hsnoztqez&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/zppbcpdac6coh8wizek40/FL_Lab_v1.3.pdf?rlkey=qjfitkclsalmw0cvovofj17p5&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/2uqh5kofv6rsadcye0veh/FL_ValueProposal_mil.pdf?rlkey=vl79qnj4izsq5ipskg9l2e70q&dl=0
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